Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in wireless networks and mobile devices design are inclined towards the emergence of ubiquitous computing, comfortable for application users running on mobile terminals (MT) to enjoy seamless roaming. It is well known that the basic problem in wireless networks is the scarce radio resources. This problem therefore demands efficient radio resource management. Call admission control (CAC) is one of the radio resource management techniques that play a dominant role in the effective management of radio resources. It can be defined as a provisioning strategy that limits the number of call connections in a network and aims at mitigating network congestion and call dropping [1] .
The admission control in wireless networks will reduce the call blocking probability by optimizing the utilization of available radio resources. The mobile communication environment is featured by moving terminals with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements and in this current scenario, the need for guaranteed QoS is more sought for.
In Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), radio resources are also scarce quantities [2] . Each user is assigned a code which is spread out to the available frequency. The assigned code is expected to be orthogonal to other users' codes. As the number of users increases, interference between users also increases, and causes a deterioration of the desired QoS. Hence, a standard should be maintained for providing good service quality to the users. This standard is referred to as the Quality of Service (QoS). Call Admission Control (CAC) constitutes one of the numerous techniques for radio resource management of wideband CDMA. Given the increasing throughput demands upon the uplink channels, uplink admission control has become more important an issue. Previous cellular traffic used predominant constant bit rate voice calls, but with the addition of new services, the uplink channels in recent times are becoming more "bursty" with long-tailed traffic [3] . With high demands for cellular systems to accommodate large number of users, micro and pico cellular structures have emerged [4] . These demands result in handoff, because different cells must cooperatively service the users in an efficient manner. Other performance measures are throughput, blocking probabilities of new calls, handoff calls and system resource utilization. These problems have necessitated this paper, which provides an appropriate base for the examination of SINR-based CAC and improves the QoS in 3G networks.
Designing call admission control algorithms for mobile cellular networks has posed great challenges given the limited and highly variable resources, and users' mobility in such networks. An admission control mechanism accepts a new call request provided there are adequate free resources available to meet the QoS requirements of this request, without violating the committed QoS of already accepted calls. This condition imposes additional tradeoff between the QoS level perceived by the user and the utilization of scarce wireless resources. Precisely, CAC can be described as an optimization problem [5] .
Call admission algorithms are required to provide resources for guaranteed real-time services, such as voice calls. When a user requests resources, the admission control algorithm should verify that the request can be met by checking the loading cell of the available WCDMA transmission resources. If there are available resources, the Radio Network Controller (RNC) will allocate and reserve them, then update the load control and finally admit the user. It is at this point that the RNC decides what type of channel to allocate a user. If the resource(s) is(are) not available, the RNC either rejects the request or makes a counter offer of resources that are available. The admission control is designed to meet a planned load level and place a reasonable safety margin below the maximum resources available. A typical range is 50% to 70% of planned load [6] .
Before a call is established, the network decides whether there are enough resources available for the connection. Otherwise, either the call is queued, offered a lower quality of service or rejected entirely. The RNC has to consider the effect on other users within the cell and possibly within adjacent cells if the call proceeds. Within the WCDMA system, each connection shares the same spectrum simultaneously as other users, and users are permitted connection in a cell. They also cause interference for other users in same cell and for other users in adjacent cells, since the frequency reuse is unity. This implies that adjacent cells share same frequency. A user transmitting at a high data rate introduces a higher quantity of wideband noise than a user who simply makes a voice call. The network has to determine beforehand what data rate a user requires and estimate how much noise will be generated in that cell. If the noise value is very high, too much interference for other users in the cell will occur and their call quality will be reduced. It is also important for CAC algorithms to take into account the load on surrounding cells. This is to ensure that users who migrate from cell to cell do not lose their connections. In this paper, an efficient SINR-based CAC model that enhances wireless networks performance and reduce blocking probability is proposed.
The paper however proceeds with a review of related works on CAC, proposes the system's model, followed by a simulation of the model under ideal conditions/environment and finally discusses the simulated results.
REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS
Several SINR-based CAC schemes that use SINR as call admission criterion have been extensively studied in literature as an efficient technique for managing radio resources in wireless networks [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In [7, 8] , an optimal call admission design for maximizing the network capacity (minimizing the blocking probability) is studied. The optimal call admission problem is formulated as a semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) with constraints on blocking probabilities and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). They show that the optimal admission policy can be determined via a linear programming-based algorithm, and the network capacity can be further increased if users requesting connections are queued when resources are not available. However, the approach in [7] optimizes only the network layer performance, whereas the powers at the physical layer are poorly chosen.
In [13] , an SINR model that maximizes the capacity of arbitrary wireless networks is proposed. They show that if the received SINR is less than the threshold, calls are rejected. In order to accommodate large number of mobile users, cells (area covered by one base station) have micro and pico cellular structure to facilitate users movements from one cell to another. This requires handing over of ongoing calls from one cell to another, a situation called 'handoff'. Estimates of the lowest SIR level in the home cell and adjacent cells, in addition to the estimates of the short term and long-term outage probability ( out P ), are employed in [14] for call admission in WCDMA. They assume multi-user detection for estimating the SIR. A fuzzy logic-based scheme decides to admit incoming calls based on the estimated values of SIR and out P . Their results show that the proposed scheme outperforms conventional SIR-based CAC in terms of system capacity and outage probability. An integrated SIR-based resource management scheme that encompasses CAC, handoff, power control (PC), and dynamic channel allocation (DCA) has been proposed in [15] . The CAC scheme simply compares the achievable SIR of the new user with a threshold value new SIR and admits new users as long as new SIR SIR > . Their CAC scheme is similar to the algorithm proposed in [9] . An SIR-based CAC has been proposed in [16] for indoor wireless multimedia systems. In their algorithm, different threshold values of SIR are used for each class of traffic depending on the required Bit Error Rate (BER), taking into account the BER due to packet loss of overflowed buffers in the fixed network. The impact of SIR-based schemes on the spatial distribution of blocking probability ( b P ) in WCDMA has been analyzed in [17] . They show that in a hexagonal cell structure b P increases from 1.5 percent to 3 percent as the distance between the MS and the BS increases from 0.1km to 0.5km. A further increase in the distance does not produce any significant change in P b . However, in a realistic network environment, P b has larger spatial variation. It has been found that P b can be as high as 50 percent at the cell border even if it is less than 5 percent in the middle of the cell. In [18] , the authors concentrate on SIR-based CAC scheme for hybrid T/CDMA (TDMA and CDMA) systems supporting both voice and data services. Two different approaches are used in this work. The first approach uses multicode T/CDMA allocation for data users, while the second approach implements multislot T/CDMA allocation for data users. Voice users are assigned a single code and a single slot in both approaches. In the first approach, the call is admitted if there is at least one time slot with R codes that meets the SIR condition (minimum SIR can be achieved for a new user as well as existing users), where R is the ratio of the transmission rate of data users to that of voice users. On the other hand, in the second approach the SIR condition must be satisfied in all R time slots with only one code per slot. It is worth noting that it is irrelevant to assign same code in the R time slots. It has been shown that multicode T/CDMA outperforms multislot T/CDMA in terms of system capacity, and also allows a tradeoff between the system capacity and the transmission rate. CAC in multicode CDMA is also investigated in [19] . The proposed scheme orders users based on their required E b /N 0 . Users are activated starting from the user with the lowest E b /N 0 . Before admitting a user, the CAC scheme checks whether the user can be assigned a minimum number of codes (corresponding to the minimum transmission rate). If the minimum number of codes can be assigned without violating the constraints on E b /N 0 , the user is admitted. Next, additional sequential assignment of codes are attempted to be assigned (in sequence) to the user to increase the transmission rate up to the maximum designated rate of the user. Then the system proceeds to the next user (next higher E b /N 0 ) until all users are checked, such that every user is either admitted and allocated multiple codes or rejected due to system infeasibility.
Instead of using SIR as a criterion for call admission, the CAC scheme proposed in [20] employs the estimated outage probability (Pr(SIR < SIRmin)) as a criterion for call admission. The outage probability of each class is estimated based on the number of users in each class and the power allocated to each active user. The outage probability assumes imperfect power control, which renders the SIR distribution log-normal. The new call is admitted only if the outage probability of each class is below the corresponding required level. Interference-based CAC schemes use the interference level as an admission criterion to guarantee the signal quality in terms of SIR.
A joint-optimal power and admission control for delay sensitive traffic in CDMA networks with LMMSE receivers is proposed in [21] . Here, QoS requirements are specified in terms of the target SIR requirement, and optimal target powers are dynamically adjusted according to the current number of users in the system. In [22] , the cross-layer quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning in the uplink of CDMA cellular mobile networks is addressed. The QoS attributes are formulated based on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and outage probability at the data link layer, as well as the average delay and packet loss rate at the network layer.
In this paper, we present a lower bound ( ) lb th th SINR SINR − -based call admission control (CAC) as an effective technique that guarantees signal quality for admitted users in CDMA networks under imperfect power control conditions. The proposed CAC scheme mimics a reallife case and is studied via an extensive simulation platform. . This value has been determined in [10] by assuming that N follows Poisson distribution. However, this assumption is found to be inaccurate since the arrival rate is not constant and depends on the blocking rate 
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INTERFACE DESIGN/SIMULATION
In this section, we present the simulation interface for data capture and processing. The input parameters for the simulation are as shown in Table 1 while the input form design is shown in Figure 1 . The simulation program that drives both ends of the design (the interface and processing) is developed using the Java programming language. Table 1 were gathered from an urban environment and fed as input to the simulation. The power outage data used for computing the Q-function were obtained from an established network operating in Nigeria (Airtel Nigeria). These data are presented in the Apendix.
Figure 1. Simulation form design
The simulation interface is dynamic in nature and can be used as a design prototype for fine tuning the performance of other networks. Results obtained from the simulation are discussed in the next section. Figure 2 is a graph of SINR vs. system load values (traffic). We observe from the graph that the SINR increases as the traffic intensity increases. This proves that our call admission control scheme is able to effectively control the accepted load and guarantee low dropping probability due to proper setting of the admission threshold. Also with our CAC algorithm, it is possible to tune the acceptance threshold in order to improve utilization of the network resources in a remarkable way. Other results are the plots of call blocking vs. system load and call blocking vs. number of callers, shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. We observe in Figure 3 that call blocking per cell increases as the system load increases; this is due to cell interference. When the number of users is higher, blocking is higher. This can jeopardize the system and consequently reduce the SINR (see Figure 4 ). 
SIMULATION RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS
The concept of minimizing call blocking probability is an optimization technique that provides fair QoS to a set of users in the wireless network. There is also the need for an efficient call admission control strategy in the admission control mechanism to make the decision of accepting or rejecting calls, keeping the blocking probability minimal in a well known interference limited 3G-based CDMA network.
In this paper, an improved lower bound 
